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This report introduces the concept of Industrial DataOps (Data Operations) platforms, derived from DevOps: the 

practice of aligning business operational goals with software development. Industrial DataOps applies such an 

approach to orchestrating people, assets, processes and technology to acquire and clean a wide variety of data 

streams, place these in context and deliver as a self-explaining digestible package to decision-makers to help 

optimize industrial operations. The report outlines key advantages to deploying these data management software 

platforms in asset-heavy industries – such as the enablement of advanced data-focused analytics such as artificial 

intelligence and machine learning – alongside crucial factors to consider during vendor selection and software 

implementation. 

Operational Excellence 
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 DataOps Is Vital For Orchestrating People, Assets, Processes And 
Technology In The Modern Industrial World 
Industrial DataOps (Data Operations), derived from DevOps: the practice of aligning business operational goals with 

software development. Industrial DataOps applies such an approach to orchestrating people, assets, processes and 

technology to acquire and clean a wide variety of data streams, place these in context and deliver as a self-

explaining digestible package to decision-makers to help optimize industrial operations . While operational success 

can be defined by the outcome – for example, a reduction in unplanned asset downtime – an outcome is more 

difficult to control than the operation or process itself. Industrial DataOps represents a professional approach to 

managing data in asset-heavy industries, improving data quality and reducing time to develop and deploy powerful 

physics-based analytical tools through the collaboration of subject matter experts (SMEs) and data scientists. In 

addition, industrial DataOps platforms leverage automated, process-oriented methodologies such as decision trees, 

statistical process control and machine learning (ML) to construct data pipelines for tracking and verifying the quality 

of the data from the moment of acquisition through usage and to eventual deletion. In a nutshell, these platforms 

provide a best-practice guide for industrial firms to manage and realize data-driven success. 

 

DataOps Platforms Give Industrial Firms The Ability To Deploy Cutting-
Edge Analytics 
One of the most frequent barriers to effective deployment of artificial intelligence (AI) and ML tools for industrial 

operations is poor-quality data. Successful AI and ML projects often revolve around highly specific use cases with a 

plethora of consistent historical data for a narrow subset of asset types. Many projects fail to materialize due to time, 

budget and complexity constraints, but industrial firms often choose to continue collecting and storing data in the 

hope that future innovations in analytics tools will glean insights. By following the robust data management practices 

enforced by DataOps platforms, industrial firms can benefit from:  

 

• Having easier access to more varied and richer datasets. 

Industrial DataOps platform implementations allow workers to more easily archive and discover data in their 

raw or semi-processed form, in a variety of formats such as image, video, 3D point cloud, graph along with 

time-series relational data. Enterprise-wide data discovery provides data scientists the ability to process the 

data en masse, using custom or off-the-shelf AI and ML tools to deliver powerful insights (see Verdantix 

Artificial Intelligence Reshapes Asset Management). In conventional deployments, data lakes – the storage 

repository for all enterprise data – are not accessible to end users, resulting in lengthy wait periods for requests 

by data scientists to IT teams (see Figure 1). Hitachi’s Lumada DataOps platform and Cognite’s Data Fusion 

platform offer search-engine-style, self-service asset and data discovery tools and automate much of the 

approval process for data access, accelerating the work of decision-makers – even within very large industrial 

firms.  

 

• Spending less time navigating data siloes and checking data quality for analytics. 

A vital function of an industrial DataOps platform is its ability to either automate administrative tasks 

associated with proper data management or to ensure those tasks are completed as close to the moment of 

acquisition as possible. With these tasks complete, data scientists and asset engineers can iterate quickly to 

find optimal solutions faster. If industrial data are error-checked, labelled and placed in context with other 

relevant media at the moment of acquisition, the ability to locate and utilize it from other parts of an enterprise 

is greatly enhanced. Additionally, the same data can be more easily merged with new datasets after years of 

archive. Fastenal, a manufacturer of industrial fasteners and tools, deployed MachineMetrics’ machine 

monitoring software to collate, structure and analyse data from multiple machine types, shop-floor systems, 

and manufacturing locations to provide greater process visibility across its facilities for operators and 

managers as well as  encourage collaboration.  

https://www.verdantix.com/report/operational-excellence/artificial-intelligence-reshapes-asset-management
https://www.verdantix.com/report/operational-excellence/artificial-intelligence-reshapes-asset-management
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Figure 1 

Industrial DataOps Platforms Enable Self-Service Access To Industrial Data Lakes Insights 

• Simplifying industrial data auditing through lineage visibility. 

Consistent data ingestion workflows, automated pre-processing, cleaning and lineage tracking not only 

enhance data access and clarity for engineers and data scientists – they also streamline auditing for 

compliance purposes. Industrial DataOps platforms are designed to capture time-series data, images, reports 

and 3D scans alongside log time, date, location and owner, in addition to any changes and transformations 

performed. This information helps firms follow data lineage and identify root causes of inconsistencies quickly 

to maximize the utility of digitization for industrial asset management. Cognite Data Fusion enforces auditable 

lineage by tracking resources in groups or data sets originating from a single source generated internally or 

from external sources – for example, work orders from an enterprise SAP platform. Similarly, IBM’s acquisition 

of Databand.ai in June 2022 complements its various DataOps solutions such as the Watson Knowledge 

Catalog, which offers a node-style explorative graph view of data as they move through the enterprise.  

 

• Reducing cloud storage costs by cleaning and compressing raw data. 

Historians collect time-stamped operational data from industrial assets, and are typically very input/output 

(I/O) intensive, writing to on-premise servers. Cloud-hosted historians also exist, although prohibitive expense 

and network congestion can arise with multi-asset, fast-sample-rate implementations. Additionally, cloud 

operational technology (OT) data storage is expensive, with costs approximately $1/month per 50GB for basic, 

low-I/O cloud hosting and more than $10/month per 50GB for ML-focused, high-throughput cloud storage. GE 

Digital’s Proficy Historian for Cloud provides tools to pre-process and compress OT data in an automated on-

premise/cloud interface running on Amazon Web Services (AWS) to reduce storage costs while maintaining 

Source: Verdantix analysis 
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 global enterprise-wide access. C3 AI helps to reduce OT data storage costs by enabling a virtual data lake 

using pre-built connectors from existing siloed data stores. 

 

• Applying advanced analytics quickly to gain new insights. 

Once an industrial DataOps platform is implemented within a facility, all connected assets become visible in 

real time so firms can apply a data-driven approach to gain insights for predictive maintenance, yield 

improvements and optimize spare parts management. Grafana, an open-source visualization platform from 

Grafana Labs, integrates with a variety of DataOps platforms with pre-built modules. This accelerates the 

development of custom dashboards for monitoring the performance and health of physical assets alongside 

asset maintenance and operational data. Uptake worked with Chevron to extract time-series data from field 

assets and host them within Microsoft’s Azure cloud infrastructure already in use at Chevron, facilitating 

enterprise-scale analytics to improve operations and optimize costs.  

 

Successful DataOps Implementations Involve A Collaborative Approach 
With SMEs 
The Fourth Industrial Revolution involves the interconnectivity between industrial assets alongside newer technology 

such as cameras, IIoT sensors and advanced controllers – but individual implementations can result in poorly-

designed, maintenance-intensive and highly specific solutions without easy routes to scale. Industrial DataOps 

platforms provide a robust framework to firms looking to improve their asset data acquisition as well as management 

processes. Through these frameworks, outlined in Figure 2, raw time-series and event data from asset programmable 

logic controllers (PLCs)  and the facility’s supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) platform or distributed 

control system (DCS) are identified during the implementation phase and configured to automatically match with 

relevant asset documentation, piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs), metadata, events, images and other 

visual data. Full-featured platforms automatically maintain asset data stream associations using configurable and 

robust rules, with different datatypes annotated and labelled fully within an asset-centric user interface and auditable 

data lineage. Data cleaning tools such as anomaly detection and filtering, duplicate detection and common feature 

extraction are built into leading industrial DataOps platforms, reducing the implementation times for enterprises. 

Once contextualized and centralized, asset data are found through navigating P&IDs, enriched with metadata, and 

associated time-series data and inspection images are accessible within a few clicks. During their data management 

journey, firms should: 

 

• Involve SMEs throughout the data management implementation process. 

Without subject matter experts, a conventional industrial data lake can be considered dark data. Asset data 

acquired from sensors are digital measurements of physical phenomena and can be difficult to understand in 

isolation. Machine operators and maintenance personnel may spend years observing and attaining a deep 

understanding of cause-and-effect within industrial assets, and the possibility of this expertise being replicated 

through simple algorithms or advanced, opaque deep learning methods may be met with doubt and hostility. 

Without asset experts, the physical origin of the data is decoupled from reality and its true utility is lost. 

Therefore, an industrial firm undergoing digital transformation must ensure operations and maintenance 

personnel are involved throughout the entire data pipeline – from acquisition through labelling, cleaning, 

contextualizing and final analysis (see Figure 3). Leading industrial DataOps platforms simplify data access 

and offer intuitive interfaces for SMEs to work effectively alongside data scientists when developing and 

implementing new asset-focused analytics. 
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Figure 2 

Industrial DataOps Platforms Orchestrate People, Assets, Processes And Technology, From Raw 
Data To Actionable Insights  

• Start small, and thoroughly implement and test at each step. 

Data mismanagement can be deeply ingrained within industrial processes organically grown from pre-

digitization days. Gradually deploying new DataOps workflows and starting with the easiest projects ensures 

operation and maintenance (O&M) personnel and management have time to solve data quality issues and 

disruption arising from operational changes. As a first step to digitizing critical manufacturing assets within 

one of its plants, Coca-Cola HBC implemented Siemens IoT smart sensors to its machinery to monitor 

performance, detect abnormalities and minimize unplanned downtime. Uploading these real-time IoT data to 

the Siemens MindSphere IoT cloud data management platform, managers and operators were able to 

visualize productivity and anomalies via a customized web portal and through a mobile app, achieving a 2% 

reduction in unplanned downtime and a six-month ROI.  

 

Source: Verdantix analysis 
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Figure 3 

Without Subject Matter Experts, Industrial Data Is Dark Data 

Source: Verdantix analysis 

• Ensure sufficient integration with real-time data for proactive decision-making. 

While much can be learned from asset historical data by recognizing patterns and attempting to predict the 

future, novel abnormalities and black swan events are intrinsically difficult to foresee. Data can be utilized by 

sophisticated analytics software to automate some day-to-day tasks, but artificial intelligence is not an 

outcome, it is only a tool. Regardless of how it is contextualized, sometimes a firm’s available industrial data 
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solutions in real time.  
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 machines, automations built onto the DataOps platform push notifications to the work order-assigned 

technician’s mobile device describing the predicted cause of the breaker trip alongside relevant graphical 

data.  

 

• Select pre-built tools where possible to reduce the risk of over-specialization for a particular asset. 

Data management functionality developed for a specific purpose can, with enough time and budget for 

development, produce excellent results. However, such functionality may require significant changes and 

additional time and development budget when deployed in another facility or for a slightly different asset or 

process. Cognite Data Fusion offers a SaaS-based composable solution of functional modules for common 

industrial asset classes, deployable in the cloud or on-premises and designed to integrate existing IT and OT 

infrastructure. Cognite worked with a major oil company to deliver a physics-guided ML solution compatible 

with existing data security and IT infrastructure to identify problems with crude oil separation, helping the 

company reduce separation time by 70% while ensuring the solution can be scaled across multiple sites. 

Another DataOps platform provider, Uptake, worked with Berkshire Hathaway’s portfolio of wind turbine 

assets, using pre-built baseline performance models to quickly identify anemometer malfunctions on 706 

turbines costing more than $350,000 per year in lost power generation.  

 

Customers Should Keep Scalability In Mind When Selecting Industrial 
DataOps Platform Providers 
While the data management techniques provided by industrial DataOps platforms improve the visibility of 

information across an enterprise, scalable asset management digitization requires such assets, whether through 

sensor retrofit or control system API integration, to be added to the platform via streamlined, pre-built processes. In 

order to leverage analytics that provide insight from disparate, but interconnected, phenomena, it is vital that such 

platforms provide robust, rapid deployment of workflows across the multiple facilities within an enterprise (see 

Verdantix Ten Industrial DataOps Platform Providers To Watch In 2022). To ensure an industrial DataOps 

platform implementation is scalable, firms should: 

 

• Choose vendors offering asset-level implementation tools accessible to engineers. 

Connecting asset data streams and control systems to an industrial DataOps platform should not be the role 

of enterprise IT teams. Instead, engineers familiar with machines, processes and operations should be able to 

select pre-built communication protocols, configure APIs, and label and contextualize data in a low-code or 

code-free, intuitive interface. This reduces the IT workload by distributing the enterprise-wide implementation 

process to staff most familiar with the assets actually generating the data. HighByte Intelligence Hub offers a 

graphical user interface for machine operators to create data pipelines through common industrial 

communication protocols with contextualization tools and APIs to connect to third-party historians, cloud data 

stores and analytics platforms.  

 

• Leverage DataOps platform providers with off-the-shelf capabilities for specific assets and industries. 

Deploying a complete data management platform for tagging and contextualization reduces time-to-value 

by taking advantage of best practices developed through multiple lessons learned and successful 

implementations in similar industrial applications. Reinventing the wheel is costly, time-consuming and can 

produce sub-par results. HighByte specialize in interconnector protocols for industrial machinery and control 

systems and provide application-specific conditioning tools, such as deadbands to reduce sensor jitter and 

aggregation of high-frequency data, before uploading in context payloads to a firm’s data lake of choice. 

Conversely, Cognite offers a more code-heavy approach but with a focus on the automated contextualization 

of large datasets and advanced analytical tools in the oil and gas, manufacturing and power utility sectors 

(see Verdantix Cognite Offers A Platform To Springboard Digital Twin Creation For Asset Heavy 

Industries).  

https://www.verdantix.com/report/operational-excellence/ten-industrial-dataops-platform-providers-to-watch-in-2022
https://www.verdantix.com/report/operational-excellence/cognite-offers-a-platform-to-springboard-digital-twin-creation-for-asset-heavy-industries
https://www.verdantix.com/report/operational-excellence/cognite-offers-a-platform-to-springboard-digital-twin-creation-for-asset-heavy-industries
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 • Shortlist providers who offer tools to simplify repetitive data acquisition processes. 

Operations and maintenance personnel in the field expect technology to enhance their work and not involve 

laborious user input. End-to-end industrial DataOps platforms should provide an easy-to-use, mobile-native 

user interface for operations personnel to upload images, videos, text and audio with metadata such as time, 

location and work order reference automatically captured. Siemens Mendix offers a low-code solution for 

building GUI-based applications with reusable modules for quick, task-specific data capture tools to plug into 

the Mendix Data Hub, which then interfaces with existing industrial databases and historians.  

 

• Select vendors with automation built into every layer of the data fabric. 

Various tools need access to the data at various stages, meaning it is crucial that automated data delivery 

tools and APIs are available not just at the data lake, but throughout the data management journey. Data 

fabric – an all-encompassing, comprehensive infrastructure through which industrial data flow – is managed 

by DataOps platforms. This management process has in the past been the key barrier to digitization for asset-

heavy enterprises, since so much of this management had to be performed manually or through inflexible 

custom solutions. Firms should select vendors offering end-to-end automation from data capture upwards.  
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